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finally come to terms 
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MIRANDA
MAKES

PEACE

COVER STORY

W
hen Miranda nnhen Miranda MirandaMiranda
Lambert Lambert mbertmbertbertmbertLambert 
announced her ounced herounced her

split from split from ttsplit from from

husband Blake bandbandhusband Blake Blake
Shelton almost lton almostton almostlton almost

exactly one year exactly one year ctlyctlyexactly one year one year

ago, many of her fans (excitedly) itedly)itedly)tedly)itedly)ago, many of her fans (excitedly) ago, many of her fans (excitedly) 

assumed that an angry, tell-all album assumed that an angry, tell-all album l-alll-all-alll-allassumed that an angry, tell-all album album

would be forthcoming. Instead, the stead,stead,tead,stead,would be forthcoming. Instead, the the

country music star — whose back seseecountry music star — whose back back

catalog of vengeful breakup hits ppcatalog of vengeful breakup hits catalog of vengeful breakup hits hits

includes classics such as “Kerosene,” Kerosene,”Kerosene,”includes classics such as “Kerosene,” 

“Crazy Ex-Girlfriend” and 

“Gunpowder and Lead” — has stayed “Gunpowder and Lead” — has stayed has stayedhas stayed

relatively quiet. Last November, just as relatively quiet. Last November, just as mber,mber,relatively quiet. Last November, just as just as

Blake, 40, and his new girlfriend, Gwen friend,friend,Blake, 40, and his new girlfriend, Gwen Blake, 40, and his new girlfriend, Gwen Gwen
Stefani, were going public with their with theirwith their

a�air, Miranda admitted, mildly, in an a�air, Miranda admitted, mildly, in an mildly,mildly,a�air, Miranda admitted, mildly, in an in an

interview, “Man, this sucks right now.”ssinterview, “Man, this sucks right now.”interview, “Man, this sucks right now.”right now.”

She wasn’t referring just to the pain of totootoShe wasn’t referring just to the pain of the pain of

watching a former love move on. “It’s vevewatching a former love move on. “It’s on. “It’s

taken some time, but Miranda has finally ndandadandataken some time, but Miranda has finally has finally

realized that she bears a lot of ofof

responsibility for the demise of her responsibility for the demise of her e of here of her

marriage,” a source explains. “She was marriage,” a source explains. “She was s.s..marriage,” a source explains. “She was “She was

A�YEAR�AFTER 
HER�QUICKIE 
DIVORCE�FROM 
BLAKE�SHELTON� 
MIRANDA 

LAMBERT HAS 
FINALLY�COME�TO 
TERMS�WITH�HER 
ROLE�IN�THEIR 
SPLIT... AND�EVEN 
SOUGHT�HER�EX’S 
FORGIVENESS!

wracked with guilt for a while.” Her rep 

denies the story, but a closer look reveals 

it’s easy to see why Miranda, 32, felt that 

she had a few things to atone for.  

CHEATERS�NEVER�PROSPER 

Miranda’s approach to fidelity was 

long rumored to have been 

somewhat... relaxed. Yes, Blake 

was accused of cheating too, but 

the list of dudes who Miranda 

CLOSING UP SHOP 
In May, Miranda shut down the 
boutique she’d owned in Blake’s 
Oklahoma hometown. In a twist, he 
purchased the building.



ANDA
ES

LOVE AT  

FIRST SIGHT

Miranda and Blake met 
in 2005, when they 
recorded a duet for 
a TV special. He was 
married but admits 

nevertheless to “falling 
in love with her, right 

there onstage.”
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COVER STORY BLAKE & GWEN  

FLAUNTING 
THEIR LOVE

� Rumors flew when 
they spent Halloween they spent Halloween 
together. together. ��Snapping 
selfies on Dec.�18 selfies on Dec.�18 ��Blake 
was seen with Gwen’s was seen with Gwen’s 
kids the same day. kids the same day. ��They 
spent Valentine’s Day at spent Valentine’s Day at 
a pre-Grammys party... a pre-Grammys party... 
��...And posted this sexy 
post-Oscars shot to post-Oscars shot to 
Gwen’s Insta account two Gwen’s Insta account two 
weeks later. weeks later. ��On May 9, 
they performed their duet they performed their duet 
on TV.on TV.���As of Blake’s 40th 
birthday, in June, they birthday, in June, they 
were still going strong. were still going strong. 
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FOR�MUCH�OF�THE�PAST�YEAR� MIRANDA HAS  
TAKEN TAKEN BLAKE AND GWEN’S�OVER�THE�TOP�PDA 

PERSONALLY� AND�IT'S�EASY�TO�SEE�WHY: PERSONALLY� AND�IT'S�EASY�TO�SEE�WHY: 
THEY’RE�NOT�PARTICULARLY�SUBTLE!THEY’RE�NOT�PARTICULARLY�SUBTLE!
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